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Transformation

For me personally, it’s been huge. Gained
commissions but also honest self

evaluation and the continuing support of
the Communications Edge community.
Having a network (of peers) who are not
my clients allows me the creative space

to test new ideas... and get input and
criticism to ensure what I send out

provokes a response... be that a ‘yes
please’ or a ‘no thank you.’  

 
My team is more confident, productive.

Our response rate is around 80% allowing
us to disqualify faster. My pipeline

forecasting is more accurate. 
 

Spark methodology works in email and
face-to-face conversation. Less is more.

If your prospect is asking you for the
solution then the spark has ignited.. and

that is half the battle won. 

ROI

" Six months ago I opened a conversation with" Six months ago I opened a conversation with
a prospect using a classic Spark technique.a prospect using a classic Spark technique.  

  

Today that prospect is a client. They signed aToday that prospect is a client. They signed a
large, three year framework agreement.large, three year framework agreement.

  
This is my biggest win to date. "This is my biggest win to date. "
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Updating how a team thinks about
messaging feels daunting. My own

established, yet outdated, processes and
beliefs resulted in my own emails being

packed with (unsolicited) ‘value’ and pushy
calls to action. 

 
Exactly what everyone else is doing. These

work, at best, 1% of the time. 
 

Once my team tried a new approach they
quickly realized 85% response rates were

possible. Even if the answer was no they were
not getting any response before. It was a

lightbulb moment. 
 

Now, our prospects ask for more conversation
-- rather than seeing us as pushing education

at them.
 

It was painful to realize I was “that guy” (I
didn’t want to be) in everyone’s inbox.

Because my old emails / InMails generated
(small) results I stuck by them -- like some
kind of kids blanket I couldn't let go of. Even

though I knew it was filthy, full of holes and fit
for the trash... and screamed desperation. 

 
Jeff and the community's tough love were

enough to make me change. Once the results
came I realized I would no longer be “that guy”
and neither would my team if I had anything

to do with it!
 


